Let f(x) = 2Z?_o avxv be a polynomial of degree n. Given its size on the interval [ -1, l] the general problem is to determine how large |/<A:)(x)| can be on the same interval. If we know ll/ll tc = max [_i,i] \f(x)\ as a measure of the size then a classical theorem of W. Markoff [2] states that (i) uni <w2(w2"12)(w2"22)---(w2"(^1)2)ll/ll
Here we assume that ||/||2= (/îî|/(#)| 2dx)w is given as a measure of the size of/ and we obtain a sharp bound for |y<*:> (jc) j as well as for the coefficients ak. Our result may be stated as follows.
Theorem. Letf(x) = XXo a*x" oe a polynomial of degree n, then for any fixed k, O^^â«, i.
11 IFe a/so /jote (8)
,(*)
Proof of the lemma. It is well known (see for example [l, p. 365]) that CO (11) (1 -2xz + z2)-1'2 = £ Pn(x)zn for -1 < x < 1, | z\ < 1.
Differentiating both sides of (11) k times with respect to x, we get
(1 -2xz + z2)* VI -2xz + z-"_o for-1 < x < 1, | z\ < 1.
In other words, for x = cos 6, 0<0<ir, we have Using this strict inequality in (6) we have | >.*<«■« | < Iff* (D| -l-3'S-(2k-l)(n + k\ \n -k/ so that the constant factor in (16) will be maximum at 0O = O and 0O=7T.
We then conclude that (17) (18) ii/*>iUa[t(P+è){pr(±i)}»Jli \n-k)
which is the last term under the summation sign in (17). This completes the proof of (2). We now prove (3).
The inequality (16) gives for 6o=ir/2 Bm -B^x = (4m + 2k + 1) I ) ,
whence the result follows. The extremal polynomials (4) and (5) are obtained on substituting öo = 0, 0o = ir, 0o=ir/2 in (16') and then using (8), (9) and (10).
Our theorem is then completely proved.
Note that
